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ATF 3M: Background information on West Africa and West African Dance 

 
Geography: 
West Africa is located principally on what is known as the Bulge of Africa. The Atlantic Ocean forms the 
western and southern borders of the region. To the north is the Sahara Desert, with the Niger Bend 
generally considered the northernmost part of the region. The eastern border is less precise. West Africa 
is generally considered to include the countries of Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Côte d'Ivoire, The 
Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Liberia, Mali, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone and Togo. 
Some consider Cape Verde, Chad, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Mauritania, São Tomé and Príncipe, and 
Western Sahara to be part of the region as well.  
Source: National Endowment for the Arts, “Dance Style Locator” 
 
Dimensions of West African Dance and Music: 

• dominance of a percussive beat coupled with the polyrhythmic structure of the dance and music; 
• emphasis on how the body moves as opposed to how it looks; and 
• emphasis on individual expression and interpretation through improvisation.  
 

FACTS :  
Fact #1 
The origin of the natural dance bends (found in traditional West African Dance) is deeply rooted in the very 
purpose of the dance itself, that is; to reflect the individual and community life experience. In order to do 
so, body positions and movements carried within the body, and part of each individual behaviour are 
repeated and transformed into symbolic, stylized and sometimes abstract rhythmical movements.  To 
trace the origin of the natural dance bends, we need to focus on the dance's social context. 
 
Fact #2 
The common ground shared by dances from category A: dances with no visible religious context and 
category B: dances with visible religious context is that they both transfer the community from a secular 
time and place to a celebratory one, and the general purpose of dances from both categories is to 
overcome hardship and ensure well-being of the society.  (Harvest Dances fit into category A) 
 
Sources: 
The Spirit's Dance in Africa: Evolution, Transformation, and Continuity in Sub-Sahara  
Author: Esther A. Dagan 
The Meaning of Dance-pg. 113-119 
Publisher: Galerie Amrad African Arts Publications 
Year Published: 1997 
ISBN: 978-1-896371-01-6 
 
MALI AND SENEGAL: Mandeng and Wolof - Cultural traditions, history and stories are kept in the form 
of music and dance, containing elements of history or metaphorical statements that carry and pass on the 
culture of the Mandeng people through the generations. The music will usually follow a form, beginning 
slow with praise, singing and lyrical movements accompanied by melodic instruments such as the kora, a 
21-stringed harp/lute, and the balafon, a xylophone with gourd resonators, both characteristic of Mali and 
the Mandeng people. 
Wolof drumming and dancing, originating in Senegal, features the Djembe and DounDoun drums, athletic 
jumps and spectacular up-tempo movements engaging the whole body. In Senegalese life, the Wolof play 
drums to heal the sick, communicate with the spirit world, and bring communities together, but most of all, 
they play drums to dance. Wolof drummers accompany dancers by playing strongly marked cross-rhythms 
that are laced with interjecting calls. Using precise control, the drummers weave intense patterns. 
Source: National Endowment for the Arts, “Dance Style Locator” 
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Sabar is a traditional West African dance from Senegal, West Africa, that is performed to the beats of the 
Sabar drum. Sabar consists of combinations that are less weighted to the ground than other styles, and 
incorporates lots of hip twisting, jumping, arm swinging and high knee lifting. It is a dance of expression 
that uses every part of the body, from the arms and legs to the eyes. Sabar dancing incorporates feelings 
of feminine sensuality and flirtatiousness. 
Source: http://dance.about.com/od/typesofdance/f/Sabar.htm 
 
LIBERIA:  
Liberian Dance - Music and dance are an integral part of village life in 
Liberia. The people dance and sing for the departed souls of the dead at 
celebrations and weddings, on behalf of important visitors, and just for 
fun. Liberian dances are often noted for the energy and passion displayed 
by the dancers. As with most African dance forms, Liberian dances often 
reference not just the physical, but the spiritual as well. These dances are 
a way to preserve and transmit important stories and traditions. 
Dance styles vary according to different tribes and region. Some of the 
best known forms of Liberian dance include Kru dances, Vai dances, 
Kpelle dances and Bassa dances. 
Instruments Used 
• Djembe 
 
In the indigenous groups of Liberia, masks play an important part in 
connecting the living with the ancestral spirits and ancient deities. It is a 
means by which people strive to gain knowledge and insight into the 
future. The dancer "becomes" the mask, thus it is traditionally important 
that the human identity is not revealed to the public. 
 
Masked Dances of Liberia 
 
The Dan Mask 
The Gio People live in northern Liberia, and speak a language called 
Mande. They are primarily farmers and hunter/gatherers. Gio men 
also have their own secret society which marks their initiation into 
manhood and guides them throughout their lives. The Dan mask is a 
ceremonial mask which is worn during festival time, along with the 
Glegben, (Stilt Mask). The dance has very intricate hands and feet 
movements, with which the drummer and the masked dancer 
communicate. At times, the drummer follows the dancer, and at 
times the dancer follows the drummer, making it a true dialogue in 
movement and sound.  
 
(The Dan Mask shown here courtesy of  Museum of Ancient & 
Modern Art.) 
 
The Vai Mask (Nafai or Frisky Devil) 
Nafai belongs to the Gola, Vai, and Mendi Tribes from Grand Cope 
Mount county of Monrovia, Liberia. The Vai people make their living 
by farming the fertile lands of North-western Liberia and South-eastern Sierra Leone. The Nafai Mask 
belongs to the men. Usually this character is very frisky, goes anywhere and asks for whatever he wants. 
He is regarded as a playboy character. 
 
The Yan Mask 
The Yan Mask, or Gbetu, also belongs to the Gola, Vai, and the Mendi Tribes of Liberia. The Yan is for the 
Poro (men's) society, and the Sande (women's) society, or club. Within Vai culture there are both male 
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and female secret societies which teach young boys and girls the social, survival, traditional, and personal 
lessons in becoming men and women. Performing the masked dance is the final blessing. The Yan mask 
performs during the graduation which is known as "The Breaking of the Poro Bush," where the boys and 
the Yan mask exhibit their talents.  
Source: National Endowment for the Arts, “Dance Style Locator” 

Here is a link with info re: the ethnic group and a clip of the dance http://www.buganda.com/culture.htm 
 
The dance is also done for the King of the Buganda people(more info on website www.buganda.com )  

www.buganda.com  

 
 

 


